
16th August 2012

Run Number 214

Starting at Ship and Mitre, Liverpool

The Pack Carthief, Compo; Snoozanne; Mad Hatter; 10”, Tia Maria, 
Alternative Entrance(Hare) , Hansel, OTT, Grutel, Peter Pong, ET, Compass, 
Very Grimm.

Meeting up in the pub (this gets earlier and earlier) a sort of Hash Flash was 
tried 

One hasher, having her back to the camera, 
received the individual treatment.

Once outside the result of a text message to 
FCUK (wandering in foreign parts) were gleefully 
displayed



A proper megapixel Hash Flash

The Hare hoped that the run would not be too short (or too long) and off we 
went.

Up Churchill Way, Trueman Way, past the

Down Tithebarn road with some of the strollers



And then back to .

As with all runs in this part of Liverpool the magnet of the Mersey pulled hard 
and we worked our way down to the water (some faster than others)



There was quite a tail back up the hill



Onto a 

There were some complaints from the less frequent MTH3 participants that 
this was not a Hash marking.

Past the old light ship



And onto a self imposed Regroup as we waited for the SRBs to catch up.



Some one had the idea of synchronised jumping and flashing (That is Hash 
Flashing)

which almost worked.

Onto a Check



and then another Hash Regroup at a horse 
made of string 

Luckily Sprog was persuaded to keep 
his clothes on whilst emulating the 
sculpture.

Tia Maria summed it up



Making our way back towards the pub a classic case of standing on the 
Check presented itself to Hash Flash

Onto a Regroup



At a Portuguese restaurant

A lecture from the Hare on William MacKenzie and his tomb

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Mackenzie_(contractor)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Mackenzie_(contractor)


and then it was a variation on the always welcome sign

All the way to the Maharaja http://www.maharajaliverpool.co.uk/

Where the experiment with ordering half starters and half main courses 
worked out well.

http://www.maharajaliverpool.co.uk/

